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Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) have drawn worldwide attention of scientists and clinicians due to their ability
to differentiate into other cell lineages, secrete paracrine factors, modulate inflammation and immunity, and also
due to the effectiveness of MSCs in treating degenerative diseases. Recent studies have shown that, when
cultured in spheroids, MSCs have greater differentiation ability, and increased anti-inflammatory and immu-
nomodulatory capacities compared with traditional two-dimensional (2D) cultures. Furthermore, spheroid
MSCs can be used on scale-up productions in clinically relevant manufacturing platforms. Microvesicles (MVs)
are small membranous vesicles that can transfer proteins, genetic materials, and lipids to cells. MVs derived
from MSCs (MSC-MVs) are not only emerging as potent transfer agents for molecular information, but also are
effective in a series of tissue repair and anti-tumor experiments. Therefore, both spheroid MSCs and MSC-MVs
have great potential in experimental and clinical applications. In this review, the characteristics, therapeutic
applications and potential clinical translational opportunities of spheroid MSCs and MSC-MVs were discussed.

Introduction

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are multipotent cells
that give rise to various cell types of the mesodermal

germ layer, including adipogenic, osteogenic, and chondro-
genic lineages [1,2]. While MSCs were originally isolated by
Friedenstein et al. from the bone marrow [3], nowadays they
can be easily purified from a variety of adult or embryonic
tissues including placenta, adipose tissue, and umbilical cord
[4]. MSCs can contribute to the recovery of liver [5,6], heart
[7–9], brain [10,11], and vasculature [12] from injuries,
though the exact mechanisms are still not completely un-
derstood. Many cell transplantation studies have shown that
only a few exogenous stem cells differentiated after grafting
into tissues, suggesting mechanisms other than cell differ-
entiation are involved [13]. Indeed, mounting evidences
support a mechanism of paracrine action between MSCs and
their host tissues that underlines MSC therapy [14]. As
human MSCs can be easily obtained and produced in large
quantities in vitro, and as there has been almost no adverse
effect reported in experimental and clinical studies of allo-
geneic MSC transplantations, MSCs have been widely in-
vestigated for their therapeutic uses in regenerative medicine.

MSCs are typically cultured in 2D monolayer conditions
(2D-MSCs) [15]. Despite its success in cell-based therapies
in experimental settings, low efficacy and safety issues re-

main to be concerned [16], preventing their application in
clinical uses. Ways to enhance the efficacy of MSCs and to
reduce the risk of carcinogenicity have been the main focus
of study for the past few decades. Many cell types can form
three-dimensional (3D) architecture including hepatocytes
[17], cancer cells [18] and, more recently, stem cells [19,20].
Among many studies, Lee et al. was one of the first groups
who found that intravenously injected single cell suspension
of MSCs can form microemboli-like aggregates in the lung,
which was found to have upregulated expression of multiple
genes including an anti-inflammatory molecule, TSG-6, and
thereby led to increased cardiac function in a mouse model of
myocardial infarction [21]. Since then, spheroid MSCs have
gained much attention as an effective therapeutic agent due to
their greater anti-inflammatory effects, differentiation capa-
cities, and enhanced cell survival than conventional 2D-MSCs
[22]. Spheroids MSCs have a 3D microstructure consisting of
a core, which contains aggregated cells tightly adhering to
each other, and a monolayer of cells surrounding the core [23].
Thus far, a variety of culturing conditions and spheroid-
forming devices have been developed to facilitate production
of spheroid MSCs [24–26].

Microvesicles (MVs), earlier referred to as microparti-
cles, exosomes and ectosomes, are membranous small ves-
icles that can transfer protein, messenger RNA (mRNA) and
micro RNA (miRNA) into cells, invoking changes of the
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gene expression, multiplication, and differentiation of the
recipient cells [27]. Compared to MSCs, MVs not merely
play a pivotal and indispensible role in regeneration and
tissue repair, but also are more durable and preservable
[28,29], inducing stronger protective effect that fall off over
time at a lower rate. In addition, because of their small size,
systemic administration of MVs instead of MSCs may re-
duce the safety concerns such as vascular occlusions about
MSCs [30,31].

Despite potential therapeutic benefits shown by numerous
experimental studies, the results obtained from clinical trials
of MSC treatment were not as beneficial as those described
in experimental conditions. Many problems such as donor
variability, immune-mediated rejection, loss of functional
properties, even malignant transformation, remain to be
solved [32]. Besides these problems, standardization of
culture protocols, treatment timing and method, and selec-
tions of donor cells need further investigation.

In this review, we summarized the characteristics of
spheroid MSCs and MSC-MVs and their therapeutic appli-
cations in diseases such as cancer, ischemic diseases, and
cerebrovascular diseases (CVDs). The potential clinical
translational opportunities and central challenges associated
with future clinical applications were also discussed.

Characteristics of Spheroid MSCs

Biological properties of spheroid MSCs

Increased anti-inflammatory properties. Although the
mechanism of MSCs in regulating inflammation have not been
exactly defined, their anti-inflammatory properties are of great
importance for MSCs to play a role in repairing damaged or-
gans. Inflammation is part of the complex biological process
that involves action of immune cells, blood vessels, and mo-
lecular mediators. Spheroid MSCs can affect the activity of
immune cells (especially macrophages [33]), increase the ex-
pression of anti-inflammatory genes and proteins [34], and
control the development of blood vessels. Through formation
of sphere-like structures, spheroid MSCs can be self-activated
partially through cellular stress responses to secrete anti-
inflammatory molecules such as prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) [35].
Secretion of PGE2 from activated MSCs can influence the
activities of macrophages, the primary player during the onset
and development of inflammation [33], and transform them
from an original proinflammatory M1 to an anti-inflammatory
M2 phenotype [35]. In addition to PGE2, upregulation of a
series of other inflammatory modulating cytokines including
TNFa-stimulated protein 6 (TSG6), leukemia inhibitory factor
(LIF), stanniocalcin 1 (STC-1), and interleukin 1 receptor an-
tagonist (IL1RN) [17,36] have also been shown. Signaling
pathways that mediate these expression changes were thought
to include stress response pathways such as caspase-dependent
IL1 signaling [36] and the activation of NFkB [35].

Enhanced differentiation capacity. The conventional 2D
culture method of MSCs lacks a tight control of cell fate,
which results in low differentiation efficiency and impairs
the clinical applicable values of 2D-MSCs. In contrast,
many studies have showed that spheroid MSCs have better
differentiation capacity. For example, Wang et al. showed
that spheroid MSCs have greatly increased differentiation
efficiency toward adipocytes and osteoblasts [37] when
cultured on a micro-patterned substrate, which controls

MSC spheroid dimension and maintains their cellular
function and behavior. Similarly, spheroid MSCs also
showed enhanced chondrogenic differentiation potential
[38] and better cardiomyogenic differentiation ability com-
pared with 2D cultured MSCs [39]. The enhanced differ-
entiation capacity of spheroid MSCs involves the following
molecular mechanisms: (i) the Rho/Rho-associated kinase
pathway is activated, which triggers spheroid formation and
gap junction mediated intercellular communication [38]. (ii)
The culture substrates used in the 3D culture, such as chit-
osan membranes, can trigger calcium influx and enhance
intracellular calcium signaling, which increases the gene
expression of N-cadherin and noncanonical WNT proteins,
and enhances cell migration, aggregation, and cell differ-
entiation [39]. (iii) Hypoxia-related signaling cascades and
enhanced cell–cell interactions can contribute to the in-
creased differentiation capacity of MSCs. Through activat-
ing p38, hypoxic environment in spheroids upregulates the
expression of TGF-b3, leading to enhanced differentiation
capacity of spheroid MSCs [40].

Enhanced cell survival. In a randomized, controlled study
of patient with chronic ischemic heart disease, Assmus et al.
showed that intracoronary infusion of 2D-adult progenitor
cells had only limited effects on restoration of functions of
left ventricles, due to poor survival of those transplanted
cells [41]. Similar findings were also shown by a study using
MSCs for regenerating and repopulating the damaged
myocardium [42]. Poor survival of transplanted MSCs is
mainly due to withdrawal of survival growth factors and
hypoxia in the ischemic tissue environment [42]. In contrast,
the mild hypoxic condition established in the core of MSC
spheroids resembles that of ischemic injured tissues that
does not have enough oxygen and nutrients. Therefore,
MSCs cultured in spheroids might survive the harsh hypoxic
conditions of ischemic tissues to which they are trans-
planted. Indeed, as shown by Bhang et al., adipose-derived
spheroid MSCs have enhanced cell survival in ischemic
tissues compared with 2D-MSCs [43]. Likewise, gingival-
derived spheroid MSCs show better therapeutic efficacy for
the treatment of oral mucositis due to a similar mechanism
[44]. Furthermore, through improving cell survival and in-
creasing secretion of paracrine factors, spheroid MSCs can
significantly enhance the angiogenic efficacy, thus improv-
ing the therapeutic outcome [45].

3D spheroid/tissue formation technologies

In early studies of 3D cultures, MSC spheroids form in a
noncontact manner in which no noncellular supports or
scaffolds are added. The hanging drop 3D culture technique,
for example, which puts cell suspension in a drop and allows
cell aggregation at the bottom of the drop due to gravity, is
one of the wildly used method for 3D cultures of MSC
spheroids [46]. With the development of culture technology,
3D spheroids can now be produced by growing cells on
scaffolds such as chitosan membranes [47], chitosan-
hyaluronan membranes [48], and porous polyurethane
scaffolds [49]. Scaffold cultures of MSC spheroids can be
used for mass productions, but the spheroid size cannot be
well controlled. As spheroid size can affect the therapeutic
ability of spheroid MSCs by modifying their angiogenic
capacity [49], numerous mass production approaches and
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3D spheroid formation ‘‘micro’’ devices have been devel-
oped to produce uniform shapes of MSC spheroids. For
example, Derda et al. reported the generation of paper-
supported 3D cell culture [50] method, which allows
spheroid formation in a well-controlled way. In industry,
‘‘micro’’ devices are currently being used on scale-up pro-
ductions to reduce manufacturing costs, thus showing better
application value [51].

Therapeutic Application of Spheroid MSCs

Microenvironmental niches have a significant impact on the
fate of MSCs to self-renew or to differentiate [52], and on cell
survival [53]. Due to lack of suitable microenvironment, 2D-
MSCs cannot secrete multiple bioactive substances continu-
ously [54]. However, the 3D arrangement of cells in MSC
spheroids can promote communication between cells and their
environment, thus providing a more suitable microenviron-
ment. The use of 3D spheroid MSCs has been shown to be a
simple and more effective strategy in experimental studies and
clinical trials than conventional 2D cultures.

Osteoarthropathy

Osteoarthropathy such as osteoarthritis, rheumatoid ar-
thritis, degenerative arthritis, encompasses a series of dis-
eases leading to arthralgia, arthrocele, and dysarthrosis.
Recent studies have demonstrated that the lesions of carti-
lage and/or synovium instead of bone is the cause of os-
teoarthropathy. MSCs have been considered as an attractive
cell source for the therapy of cartilage lesions because of
their chondrogenic differentiation potential in vitro. How-
ever, transplanted 2D-MSCs lack stringent control of
chondrogenic differentiation, which results in endochondral
ossification instead of acquisition of a stable chondrogenic
phenotype [55]. Recent studies using spheroid MSCs have
demonstrated advantages over 2D-MSCs in treatments of
osteoarthropathy. Arufe et al. showed that spheroid MSCs
derived from synovial membranes have a more stringent
differentiation into normal chondrocyte-like cells [56].
Likewise, MSCs from umbilical cord stroma also showed
direct chondrogenic differentiation through spheroid for-
mation [57]. Moreover, micromass coculture of human ar-
ticular chondrocytes and MSCs can form spheroids that lead
to stable cartilage tissue formation in vitro [58]. Despite the
success of spheroid MSCs in osteoarthropathy treatment in
experimental conditions, problems such as low treatment
efficiency still need to be solved to achieve clinical success.
For example, due to avascularity, nutrient consumption and
waste generation in synovial joint, how to enhance survival
and function of the transplanted MSCs in a nutrient-poor
environment, remains to be resolved. As demonstrated by
Farrell et al., although the survival of MSCs in the central
region of spheroids is lower than those at the construct pe-
riphery, a subset population of cells from the central region
remains viable (20%–40%) [59]. The MSC subpopulation
may not merely have the potential of cartilage differentia-
tion, but can survive and flourish in the hypoxic and
nutrient-poor environment suggesting population heteroge-
neity exists [60]. Likewise, through comparing different
characters of three subpopulations of MSCs, Arufe et al.
showed that spheroids formed from CD271-enriched and

CD73-enriched MSCs from normal human synovial mem-
branes were better than CD106(+) MSCs in intrinsic carti-
lage repair [61]. This result implies that selecting MSC
subpopulations that are more resistant to metabolic chal-
lenges or better mimic the behavior of native cartilage cells
might be a feasible way to optimize the efficacy on the
treatment of osteoarthropathy.

Ischemic diseases

Besides osteoarthropathy, MSCs have also been consid-
ered useful in prevention and therapy of ischemic diseases,
especially of cerebrum and heart ischemia, which are two
leading causes of disabling and death worldwide. Since last
decade, stem cell therapy is emerging as an innovative ap-
proach to restore functions of different organs that have
ischemia-reperfusion injuries (IRIs). It is worthwhile men-
tioning that, however, after injection of 2D-MSCs, the
hypoxic microenvironment, local inflammation, and blood
vessel damage are major causes for low efficiency of stem
cell therapy [62]. Recent experimental studies have shown
that transplantation of spheroid MSCs represents an inno-
vative treatment solution for cardiac ischemia [63] and hind
limb ischemia [45]. In three aspects, spheroid MSCs have
advantages over 2D-MSCs for the treatment of ischemic
diseases (Fig. 1). (i) The volume and diameter of cells re-
leased from spheroids are about 1/4 and 1/2 of 2D-MSCs,
respectively [22]. Since spheroid MSCs are uniformly
smaller in size than 2D-MSCs, they can pass through blood
vessels more easily and thus markedly reducing the chance
of vascular obstructions and stroke [64,65]. (ii) The en-
hanced and long-term survival of spheroid MSCs trans-
planted into the ischemic region raises the efficacy of stem
cell therapy [43]. (iii) Transplantation of spheroid MSCs can
enhance vascularization and increase the functional micro-
vessel density of ischemic tissue comparing to 2D-MSCs
[49,45]. However, the ability of spheroid MSCs in stimu-
lating angiogenesis and thus treating ischemic injuries can
be affected by culture parameters such as culture size and
external oxygenation. For example, MSC spheroids with a
size of 10,000 cells cultured under 2% O2 exhibited better
production of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)
than spheroids containing 60,000 cells that were cultured
under 20% O2 [66]. Therefore, careful considerations should
be given to both culture size and local oxygen tension to
achieve optimal and consistent therapeutic results.

Characteristics of MSC-MVs

MVs are small membranous vesicles present in many kinds
of body fluids and in interstitial spaces between cells [67].
MVs encompass a heterogonous population of vesicles in-
cluding exosomes that are 50–100 nm in size, and ectosomes
(also known as shredding vesicles) whose sizes are between
100 and 1,000 nm [29,68]. Exosomes and ectosomes are very
similar but vary in biogenesis. Exosomes have an endosome
origin and are released when multivescular endosome fuses
with the plasma membrane. On the contrary, ectosomes form
by directly budding from the plasma membrane [69]. Because
both exosomes and ectosomes coexist in vitro and in vivo and
cannot be separated by current methodologies, they are col-
lectively called MVs [70]. MVs can serve as a vehicle to
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transfer a variety of bioactive cargoes such as proteins, lipids,
mRNA, and miRNA, and play a vital role in cell–cell com-
munication and tissue regeneration [71–75] (Fig. 2). Notably,
the cargos of MVs are dependent on the cell type of origin,
subjected to changes during preparation and can be influenced
by local microenvironment [76,77]. Recent technical advances
in transcriptomics, proteomics, lipidomics, and bioinformatics
have revealed the composition of these cargoes, which pro-

vides the basis for understanding the therapeutic roles of
MVs in diseases [78,79].

Cargoes of MSC-MVs

Proteins. The importance of MV proteins were first in-
dicated by proteomic studies of MSC-conditioned media,
which showed that the therapeutic effect of MSCs is at least
partially due to the membrane-bound and intracellular pro-
teins [80]. Using liquid chromatography-tandem mass
spectrometry, Kim et al. identified 730 proteins in MVs
derived from human bone marrow MSCs with a high con-
fidence level [78]. The MSC-MV proteome reflects char-
acteristics of both MVs and MSCs. Among these 730
proteins, 420 proteins were found in MVs from other cell
sources and included those associated with MV biogenesis,
trafficking, and docking processes. In addition, 122 MV
proteins were also shared by two MSC proteomes and in-
cluded surface receptors and signaling molecules controlling
self-renewal and differentiation of MSCs. Functional anal-
ysis of the MV proteome indicates that MV proteins are
involved in a variety of processes such as cell proliferation,
adhesion, signaling, and morphogenesis. In addition to in-
dividual proteins, protein complexes have also been noted.
Lai et al. reported the detection of a functional 20S pro-
teasomes with 7a subunits and 7b subunits. The 20S pro-
teasome were thought to ameliorate tissue damage by
degrading misfolded proteins and synergizing functions of
other constituents in exosome [81].

Messenger RNA. MVs can horizontally transfer mRNA to
recipient cells. In a study performed by Bruno et al., 239
transcripts were identified in MVs from human bone marrow
MSCs by microarray analyses [82]. The mRNA in these MVs
is a subset of cellular mRNA associated with mesenchymal
phenotypes that controls the transcription, cell proliferation, and
immunoregulation [82]. In addition, Zhu et al. demonstrated
that human MSC-MVs express mRNA of some pivotal
MSC paracrine factors, particularly angiopoietin-1 [83]. More

FIG. 2. MVs as mediators of cell–cell communication.
MVs encompass a heterogonous population of vesicles in-
cluding exosomes and ectosomes. Exosomes have an endo-
some origin and are released when multivescular endosome
fuses with the plasma membrane. On the contrary, ectosomes
form by directly budding from the plasma membrane. With
the change of signal factors coming from microenviron-
ment, MVs derived from MSCs transferred protein, mRNA,
miRNA, and lipids to target cells, thus altering their physical
activities. Exchange of MVs is bi-directional, which means
target cells can also transfer genetic and protein information
to MSCs via MVs. MV, microvesicle; mRNA, messenger
RNA; miRNA, micro RNA.

FIG. 1. Advantages of spheroid MSCs in
trafficking and therapeutic efficacy to ische-
mia. (1) 2D-MSCs cause vascular obstructions
most likely at the precapillary site, especially
when they gather together. Since the volume
of cells released from spheroids is about 1/4 of
the 2D-MSCs’ (nearly half in diameter),
spheroid MSCs can easily pass through blood
vessels and are less likely to get clogged up
than 2D-MSCs (2) Compared with an equal
number of 2D-MSCs, spheroid MSCs have
upregulated expression of anti-inflammatory
cytokines. The upregulated expression of anti-
inflammatory cytokines can transform mac-
rophages from an original proinflammatory
M1 to anti-inflammatory M2 phenotype (3)
Transplantation of spheroid MSCs can en-
hance vascularization and increase the
functional microvessel density of ischemic
tissue compared with 2D-MSCs. 2D, two-
dimensional; MSCs, mesenchymal stem cells;
TSG6, TNFa stimulated protein 6; IL1RN,
interleukin 1 receptor antagonist; PGE2,
prostaglandin E2; STC-1, stanniocalcin 1; LIF,
leukemia inhibitory factor.
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importantly, the delivered mRNA can be translated into pro-
teins in target cells and change their phenotypes [84]. Deregibus
et al. showed that MVs derived from human endothelial pro-
genitor cells trigger angiogenesis after being internalized into
endothelial cells [85]. Cargos transferred by these MVs include
mRNA associated with PI3K/AKT signaling pathway that is
known to have angiogenic and antiapoptotic functions. When
MVs were incubated with RNase, the curative effects declined,
suggesting the major biological effect of MVs is through
mRNA. Because of their prominent roles in gene regulation,
mRNA transferred by MVs is of prime importance for a variety
of biological effectors carried out by MVs.

Micro RNA. In addition to mRNA, MVs may transfer
noncoding RNAs such as small regulatory miRNA into target
cells [86]. miRNA are small RNA molecules containing 22
nucleotides and functioning in post-transcriptional regulation
of gene expression. Recent studies have indicated that the
exchange of miRNA carried by MVs between neighboring
cells plays an integral part of cell–cell communication of
MSCs and damaged cells. The exchange of miRNA can be bi-
directional. miRNA from damaged cells can reprogram MSCs
to exhibit features of damaged cells. On the other hand,
miRNA from MSCs can allow resident cells in damaged tis-
sues to reenter cell cycle and/or reprogram damaged cells to
survive cell death. Chen et al. demonstrated that MVs can
carry miRNAs, which are present predominantly in a pre-
cursor form instead of a mature form [87,88]. By sequencing
analysis, Koh et al. showed that miRNA composition of MVs
from human embryonic stem cell-derived MSCs represented a
small subset of those in the intracellular compartment of
MSCs. Among the miRNAs, high levels of let-7 family of
miRNA are present in both intracellular and extracellular (in
MVs) of MSCs, suggesting their involvement in intercellular
communications [89]. The let-7 family of miRNA in MSC-
MCs can regulate self-renewal and differentiation of MSCs by
regulating their downstream target, HSF4A. Likewise, other
families of miRNA have been identified in MSC-MVs and
shown to prevent apoptosis [90], promote neural plasticity
[91] and neural growth [92], suppress angiogenesis [93], and
inhibit tumor growth [94] by regulating their targets.

Lipids. Although the lipidomes of MSC-MVs have not
been fully characterized, studies on MVs from other cell
types and body fluids are available [95]. Lipid composition
of MVs from different cellular source varies but is mainly
composed of a lipid bilayer similar to the plasma membrane
from which the vesicle derives. Compared to the plasma
membrane, MV lipids are enriched with phosphatidylserine,
disaturated phosphatidylethanolamine, disaturated phospha-
tidylcholine, sphingomyelin, ganglioside GM3, and choles-
terol. The lipid-bilayer of MVs is thought to provide stability
and structural rigidity to MVs, and it has been shown to serve
as suitable carriers for membrane proteins, thereby allowing
noncanonical cell–cell communication [79].

Therapeutic Application of MSC-Derived MVs

Previously MVs were considered as a way for cells to dis-
card unwanted cellular materials. Nowadays it is known that
MVs are involved in delivery of bioactive information and
cell–cell communication throughout the body [76,96]. Because
of their ability to transfer membrane and cytoplasmic constit-
uents from source cells, MVs can achieve the endocrine or

paracrine effects of MSCs with no need for trans-differentiation
into tissues [94,97]. In addition, MVs not only express specific
antigens of cells from which they originate and thus main-
taining some of their properties [98], but also have less risk to
be rejected by recipient tissues after injecting [30,31]. There-
fore, it is hopeful for MVs to be used as a replacement of cell-
based therapy for the treatment of certain diseases.

Cancer

In cancer, MVs can serve as biomarkers and effectors on
cell–cell interactions [99,100]. Therefore MVs might play a
role in anticancer therapy [101,102], although their potential
carcinogenicity cannot be ignored [103].

Through the transmission of their cargoes to cancer cells,
MSC-MVs can have potent anticancer effect. For instance,
miRNA-23b transferred by MSC-MVs can downregulate the
expression of a target gene, MARCKS, thus promoting breast
cancer cell dormancy [104]. Moreover, through the trans-
mission of miRNA-16, a miRNA known to target VEGF,
MSC-MVs can significantly suppress the expression of
VEGF, which is related to inadequate blood vessel formation
in breast cancer both in vitro and in vivo [93]. Moreover,
MSC-MVs can be an efficient drug delivery vector of anti-
cancer drugs, which can exert the antitumor function in co-
operation with the MSC-MVs [105]. However, on the other
hand, as MVs are modulators of their microenvironment,
MSC-MVs derived from tumor tissues may own some on-
cogenic properties resembling their cells of origin. The level
of tumor marker protein, cytokines and miRNA in tumor
tissue-derived MSC-MVs is higher than in normal tissue
derived-MSC-MVs, while the level of tumor suppressor
miRNA in tumor tissue-derived MSC-MVs is lower [106].
Therefore, the carcinogenic risk of tumor tissue-derived
MSC-MVs should not be ignored [106], and if possible, needs
to be reduced in years to come. On the other hand, searching
for overlapping miRNAs that are carried by both cancer cell-
derived MSC-MVs and cancer tissues may lead to discovery
of novel biomarkers for cancer progression [107].

Cerebrovascular diseases

CVDs such as stroke, transient ischemic attack, and in-
tracerebral hemorrhage are one of the three principal diseases
causing death worldwide. Ever since 2001, stem cells have
been used to treat stroke [108]. The therapeutic effect of
MSCs is through promoting neuronal plasticity, angiogene-
sis, and immunemodulation [109] instead of through repla-
cing damaged cells. This is not only because MSC-MVs can
transfer genetic information [110], but also because they
have several potential advantages in treatment of CVD.

In the central nervous system, miRNA plays an important
role in neuronal development and maturation, and also is
involved in fine regulation of adult neuronal plasticity [89]. In
addition, miRNA can also play a role in pathological condi-
tionals like stroke. Xin et al. observed that miR-133b can be
transferred by MSC-MVs to neurons and astrocytes in culture
and in an animal model [89,90]. The transferred miRNA-
133b decreased CTGF expression and thus attenuated the
glial scar, inhibited RhoA expression, and enhanced neurite
regrowth. Nevertheless, effective delivery of miRNA into the
brain is a bottleneck of miRNA treatment for CVDs, and a
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variety of strategies have been developed to deliver miRNA,
most of which used synthetic materials. Because of their
small sizes and biogenic nature, MSC-MVs can easily pass
through the blood–brain barrier and be internalized to the
target cells. Thus, MSC-MVs can be an effective strategy for
therapeutic miRNA delivery to the brain under pathological
circumstances. In fact, systemic administration of MSC-MVs
alone was found to be effective in promoting neurological
outcome and neurovascular remodeling [111]. Moreover,
because genetically manipulated MSC-MVs can be produced
in large amounts, MSC-MVs are promising in being com-
mercialized as a powerful therapeutic agent. A third way to
improve the effect of MSC-MV therapy is to improve its
target specificity by altering the expression of cell type-
specific adhesive molecules at the membrane surface of
MSC-MVs [112]. Overall, MSC-MVs can be a promising
strategy to effectively treat complicated diseases such as the
CVDs without apparent advert side effects.

Kidney diseases

Kidney diseases usually have a common course of pro-
gression from renal inadequacy, kidney failure, and then to
uremia. If not controlled effectively, kidney diseases may
have a poor prognosis. In fact, as many as 20% of patients
diagnosed with acute tubular necrosis were shown to prog-
ress to chronic kidney disease (CKD) stage IV in 18–24
months [113]. In various kinds of cell therapies for kidney
diseases, MSC therapy has attracted much attention because
it can effectively attenuate renal inflammation, endoplasmic
reticulum stress, oxidative stress, and apoptosis [114,115].

As showed by Tögel et al., the protective effect of MSCs for
kidney after IRI was mainly due to paracrine mechanisms
[116]. Consistently, Bi et al. confirmed that conditioned media
of MSCs could directly protect renal tubule cells from death
caused by cisplatin. Also, it is needless to inject the MSCs into
body to spur the desired protective response [117]. Moreover,
Gatti et al. demonstrated that it is MSC-MVs that mimic the
favorable function of MSCs treatment for acute kidney injury
(AKI) and CKD consequent to IRI [118]. Taken together, these
observations support a pivotal and indispensible role of MSC-
MVs in stem cell therapy for kidney diseases. As previously
mentioned, through horizontal transfer of mRNAs and miRNA
associated with gene transcription, cell proliferation, and im-
munomodulation, MSC-MVs can inhibit apoptosis and stim-
ulate proliferation of tubular epithelial cells [81,118,119].
Remarkably, for the first time, Tomasoni et al. showed that
MSC-MVs could contribute to the expression of growth factor
receptors on the tubular cells for the treatment of AKI, thus
inducing stronger protective effect [120]. Additionally, MSC-
MVs can be a safe choice of therapy. Compared with trans-
planting MSCs directly, administrating MSC-MVs can avoid
the potential risk of mal-differentiation [121] and tumorgeni-
city [32] of transplanted cells. In addition, injection of MSC-
MVs can improve confinement caused by lack of specific
homing and ability to target cells [122].

Clinical Translation Opportunities

Although numerous laboratory studies have highlighted
the curative effects of spheroid MSCs and MSC-MVs, few
clinical trials have been made so far because of lack of large

datasets and further studies on details in effectiveness. Thus,
to accelerate the development of clinical translational re-
search, consideration should be given to establishment of
standards and improvement of efficacy.

For spheroid MSC, one way to increase the treatment
efficacy is to use coculture models. For example, 3D scaf-
folds coseeded with human endothelial progenitor and
MSCs can promote angiogenesis within 7 days [123].
Moreover, selection of MSC subpopulations that are more
resistant to metabolic challenge or better mimic the behavior
of naive target cells might maintain the consistency of stem
cell therapy [57,59]. Finally, genetic modulation of MSC
spheroids has been applied in some experiments to increase
the secretion of beneficial molecules such as growth factors
and to promote functional recovery [27].

As mediators of cell–cell communication, MSC-MVs
have shown great potential for anticancer therapy and tissue
regeneration [124]. In addition, engineered MVs can serve as
a novel drug delivery system. For instance, exosome en-
capsulated anti-inflammatory drugs have been delivered
noninvasively to treat brain inflammatory-related diseases
[125]. Moreover, it is worthwhile to explore the unique ap-
plications of MSC-MVs with different origins because of
their cell type-specific characteristics. For example, GC-
MSC-MVs can be new biomarkers for the treatment of
gastric cancer [107]. For further accelerating clinical trans-
lation, highly quantitative studies on MSC-MVs should be
performed in future. Recently, Chevillet et al. performed a
quantitative and stoichiometric analysis of miRNA and
exosomes isolated from multiple source of body fluids and
found that standard preparation of exosomes contains only a
small fraction of miRNA in the plasma, suggesting a novel
mechanism for MV mediated cell–cell communication [126].
Similar quantitative approaches can be taken to evaluate the
relationship among mRNA, miRNA, protein, and MSC-
MVs, which will provide more information for the functional
boundaries for MSC-MV-mediated delivery in future.

Conclusion Remarks

Although there are numerous positive effects of tradi-
tional 2D MSC treatment for degenerative diseases [94],
ischemic diseases [127], and sterile tissue injuries [128],
major problems with cell therapies are the limited cell
availability, engraftment, and carcinogenicity. Spheroid
MSCs and MSC-MVs, on the contrary, display superior
therapeutic effect and fewer side effects. Spheroid MSCs
show improved biological properties that increase its po-
tential clinical translational opportunities, partially be-
cause they mimic much better the in vivo environment of a
real tissue. As mediators in delivery of bioactive infor-
mation and cell–cell communication, MVs could achieve
endocrine or paracrine effects of MSCs with no need for
trans-differentiation. Furthermore, engineered MVs could
serve as a novel gene/drug delivery system [126,129],
which suggests that MSC-MVs can be custom-engineered
to be more appropriate for stem cell therapy. Following a
better insight of the two kinds of potential therapeutic
strategies, comparison and contrast should be made on
curative effects, culture conditions, treatment timing, and
method in more details in the near future to optimize stem
cell therapy. Moreover, it is worthwhile to explore ways to
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integrate the superiorities of both of the two potential
therapeutic strategies.
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